Flexible Retrospective Selection of Temporal Resolution in Real-Time Speech MRI Using a Golden-Ratio Spiral View Order
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In speech production research using real-time magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the analysis of articulatory dynamics is performed retrospectively. A flexible selection of temporal resolution is highly desirable because of natural variations in speech rate and variations in the speed of different articulators. The purpose of the study is to demonstrate a first application of golden-ratio spiral temporal view order to real-time speech MRI and investigate its performance by comparison with conventional bit-reversed temporal view order. Golden-ratio view order proved to be more effective at capturing the dynamics of rapid tongue tip motion. A method for automated blockwise selection of temporal resolution is presented that enables the synthesis of a single video from multiple temporal resolution videos and potentially facilitates subsequent vocal tract shape analysis. Magn Reson Med 65:1365–1371, 2011. ©2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Real-time magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has provided new insight into the dynamics of vocal tract shaping during natural speech production (1–4). In real-time speech MRI experiments, image data and speech signals are simultaneously acquired. Real-time movies, typically of a 2D midsagittal slice, are reconstructed and displayed in real-time. The shape of the vocal tract, from the lips to the glottis, is identified using air-tissue boundary detection performed at each frame (5). Adaptive noise cancellation is used to produce speech signals free from the MRI gradient noise (6). Articulatory and acoustic analysis is then performed using synchronized audio and video information (7). Although MRI data is acquired and reconstructed in real-time, the processes of segmentation and analysis are performed retrospectively.

Speech rate is highly dependent on the subject’s speaking style and the speech task, and it affects speed of articulatory movement (8,9). Variations in the velocity of articulators such as tongue dorsum, lips, and jaw result from the nature of the sequences of the vowels and consonants being produced (10). The motion of articulators (e.g., tongue, velum, lips) is relatively slow during production of monophthongal vowel sounds or during/vicinity of pauses. Vocal tract variables such as tongue tip constriction, lip aperture, and velum aperture are dynamically controlled and coordinated to produce target words (11). The speeds among articulators can also differ during the coordination of different articulators, for example, the movement of the velum and the tongue tip during the production of the nasal consonant /n/.

Current speech MRI protocols do not provide a mechanism for flexible selection of temporal resolution. This is of potential value, because higher temporal resolution is necessary for frames that reflect rapid articulator motion while lower temporal resolution is sufficient for capturing the frames that correspond to static postures. As recently shown by Winkelmann et al. (12), golden-ratio sampling enables flexible retrospective selection of temporal resolution. It may be suited for speech imaging, in which the motion pattern of articulators varies significantly in time, and in which it is difficult to determine an appropriate temporal resolution a priori.

In this manuscript, we present a first application of spiral golden-ratio sampling scheme to real-time speech MRI and investigate its performance by comparison with conventional bit-reversed temporal view order sampling scheme. Simulation studies are performed to compare unaliased field-of-view (FOV) from spiral golden-ratio sampling with that from conventional bit-reversed sampling at different levels of temporal resolution after a retrospective selection. In vivo experiments are performed to qualitatively compare image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), level of spatial aliasing, and degree of temporal fidelity. Finally, we present an automated technique in which a composite movie can be produced using data reconstructed at several different temporal resolutions. We demonstrate its effectiveness at improving articulator visualization during production of nasal consonant /n/.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulation

A simulation study was performed to compare unaliased FOVs from conventional bit-reversed view order sampling (5,13,14) [see Fig. 1a] and spiral golden-ratio view order sampling [see Fig. 1b] for a variety of temporal resolutions selected retrospectively. The spiral trajectory design was based on the imaging protocol routinely used in our laboratory at the University of Southern California (3,5,13). The design parameters were: 13-interleaf uniform density spiral (UDS), $20 \times 20$ cm$^2$ FOV, 3.0 × 3.0 cm$^2$ slice thickness, 10.6 ms TR, 4.6 ms TE, and $1.5^\circ$ flip angle.
mm² in-plane spatial resolution, maximum gradient amplitude = 22 mT/m, maximum slew rate = 77 T/m/s, and conventional bit-reversed view order. Bit-reversed temporal view order is often adopted in real-time MRI because it shortens the spiral interleaf angle gaps in a few adjacent interleaves at any time point and reduces motion artifacts (15,16). Spiral golden-ratio view order was performed by sequentially incrementing the spiral interleaf angle by the golden-ratio angle $360 \cdot 2/\left(\sqrt{5} + 1\right) \approx 222.4969°$ at every repetition time (TR) (see Fig. 1b). The unaliased FOV was defined as the reciprocal of the maximum sample spacing in $k$-space.

In Vivo Experiments

MRI experiments were performed on a commercial 1.5 T scanner (Signa Excite HD, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). A body coil was used for radio frequency (RF) transmission, and a custom 4-channel upper airway receive coil array was used for RF signal reception. The receiver bandwidth was set to $\pm 125$ kHz (i.e., 4 μsec sampling rate). One subject was scanned in supine position after providing informed consent in accordance with institutional policy.

A midsagittal scan plane of the upper airway was imaged using custom real-time imaging software (14). The spiral trajectory design followed those described in the Simulation section. The imaging protocol was: slice thickness = 5 mm, TR = 6.164 msec, temporal resolution = 80.1 msec. The golden-ratio view order scheme was compared with the conventional bit-reversed 13-interleaf UDS scheme with all other imaging and scan parameters fixed (e.g., scan plane, shim and other calibrations, etc.). The volunteer was instructed to repeat “go pee shop okay bow know” for both the conventional bit-reversed UDS and golden-ratio acquisitions. The speech rate was maintained using a 160 bpm metronome sound that was communicated to the subject using the scanner intercom.

In conventional bit-reversed 13-interleaf UDS data, gridding reconstructions were performed using temporal windows of 8-TR and 13-TR. In golden-ratio spiral data, gridding reconstructions were performed using temporal windows of 8-TR, 13-TR, 21-TR, and 34-TR. Gridding reconstructions were based on interpolating the convolution of density compensated spiral $k$-space data with a $6/\sqrt{5}$ Kaiser-Bessel kernel onto a 2-fold oversampled grids followed by taking 2D inverse fast Fourier transform and deapodization (17). Root sum-of-squares (SOS) reconstruction from the 2 anterior elements of the coil was performed to obtain the final images. For comparison of images reconstructed from different temporal windows, image frames were reconstructed from the data in which the centers of each temporal window were aligned.

Blockwise Temporal Resolution Selection

In golden-ratio datasets, multiple temporal resolution videos can be produced retrospectively. We sought a procedure for automatic selection of the temporal window that was appropriate for each image region in each time frame, and the ability to use this to synthesize a single video.

We used time difference energy (TDE), as described in Eq. 1, as an indicator of motion. This was calculated for each block $B_j$ and each time $t$:

$$TDE(B_j, t) = \sum_{T' = T}^{T} \sum_{(x,y) \in B_j} \left| I(x, y, t) - I(x, y, t - T') \right|^2,$$  

where $I(x, y, t)$ is image intensity at pixel location $(x,y)$ and time $t$, and $2T$ is the number of adjacent time frames that are considered.
Temporal resolution selection was performed based on the alias-free high temporal resolution frames. We used sensitivity encoding (SENSE) reconstructed frames from 8-TR temporal resolution data (i.e., 49.3 msec temporal resolution) for the calculation of TDE. In addition, SENSE reconstructions were performed at each frame from 13-TR, 21-TR, and 34-TR temporal windows, whose corresponding temporal resolutions were 80.1 msec, 129.4 msec, and 209.6 msec. Data from all 4 elements of the coil were considered for the reconstruction. Alias-free coil sensitivity maps were obtained from 34-TR data. Sensitivity maps for each coil element were obtained by dividing the image at each element by the root SOS image of all elements. Frames were updated at every 4-TR = 24.7 msec (i.e., 40.6 frames per second). The spiral SENSE reconstruction was based on a non-linear iterative conjugate gradient algorithm with a total variation regularizer \((18,19)\). Total variation regularization was effective at removing image noise while preserving high contrast signals such as the air-tissue boundaries. Iterations were terminated at the 20th iterate after visual inspection.

Intensity correction was performed at each frame using a thin plate spline fitting method \((20)\). The SENSE reconstructed frames were first cropped to a 64 \times 64 size that only contained the vocal tract regions of interest and then were interpolated to a 128 \times 128 size in order to avoid the blockiness of the images. An 8 \times 8 block and \(T = 2\) was used to calculate TDE. Two spatially adjacent blocks were overlapped by 4 pixels in either the vertical or horizontal direction. The calculated TDE at each block was assigned to the central 4 \times 4 block. TDE was normalized through the entire time frames. Temporal resolution selection at each 4 \times 4 block was performed after a simple thresholding of the normalized TDE \((TDE_{\text{norm}})\). For \(TDE_{\text{norm}} \geq 0.6\), 8-TR SENSE was assigned. For \(0.4 \leq TDE_{\text{norm}} < 0.6\), 13-TR SENSE was assigned. For \(0.2 \leq TDE_{\text{norm}} < 0.4\), 21-TR SENSE was assigned. For \(TDE_{\text{norm}} < 0.2\), 34-TR SENSE was assigned. These settings were chosen empirically based on quality of the final synthesized video.

RESULTS

Figure 2 contains a plot of the unaliased FOV as a function of temporal resolution (i.e., the number of TRs) when retrospectively selecting a temporal window. For 13-TR, the 13-interleaf UDS supports a larger unaliased FOV than the golden-ratio view order. When the number of TRs becomes a Fibonacci number (e.g. 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34), there is a change in the unaliased FOV for the golden-ratio method. Note the sudden increase in the unaliased FOV from 17.1 cm to 27.6 cm when the number of TRs changes from 20 to 21. For 8-TR, the 13-interleaf UDS provides inconsistent unaliased FOVs, which are 6.7 and 10 cm. The unaliased FOVs for the 13-interleaf UDS are smaller than those for the golden-ratio when the number of TRs is between 8 and 12. The golden-ratio view order provides a consistent unaliased FOV at every time point and at any temporal window chosen.

Figure 3 contains the images reconstructed from the data acquired when the subject was stationary. Note that the midsagittal slice of interest has a regional support of roughly 38 cm and has significant intensity shading due to coil sensitivity. The images reconstructed from the 13-interleaf UDS data have spatial aliasing artifacts in the regions posterior to the pharyngeal wall from coil 1 and in the regions superior to the hard palate and velum from coil 2. The root SOS image in Fig. 3c contains little or no aliasing artifacts within the vocal tract region of interest (denoted by the dashed box). Although the unaliased FOV (i.e., 20 cm) from the 13-interleaf UDS is
larger than that from the golden-ratio sampling for the choice of 13-TR, aliasing artifacts indicated by white arrows in Fig. 3c are more prominent than in Fig. 3d. The spatial aliasing pattern can be understood by examining the point spread functions (PSF) for each sampling pattern. The PSF from the 13-TR UDS had a ratio of maximum sidelobe to mainlobe peak (PSF$\text{max-s}$) of 0.061 and exhibited single sidelobe ring with a radius of 20 cm.

The PSF from the 13-TR golden-ratio sampling had a PSF$\text{max-s}$ of 0.044 and showed less coherent pattern with multiple sidelobe rings and lower sidelobe amplitude than the 13-TR UDS. Unlike the 13-interleaf UDS acquisition, a selection of long temporal window provides a large unaliased FOV in the golden-ratio acquisition. Note that aliasing artifacts are removed in the entire image from a selection of 34-TR window in Fig. 3f.

Figure 4 contains image frames and time-varying intensity profiles from the conventional bit-reversed 13-interleaf UDS and golden-ratio methods when the subject produced the speech utterance “bow know.” Frames were updated at every TR. As seen in the undersampled 8-TR case of Figs. 4c and d, the 13-interleaf UDS method produces aliasing artifacts that are periodic in time while the golden-ratio method produces less coherent aliasing in time. This periodicity in the aliasing is attributed to the inconsistent FOVs from the conventional bit-reversed 13-interleaf UDS as shown in Fig. 2. As seen from the 13-TR case in Figs. 4c and d, the level of aliasing is higher for the golden-ratio result. Figure 4d shows that the intensity profile from the 8-TR result exhibits the sharpest transition of tongue tip motion (compare the black arrows in 8-TR, 13-TR, and 21-TR results).

The region-based temporal resolution selection method required the use of multiple temporal resolution videos reconstructed from iterative SENSE reconstructions, which substantially increased computation time. The generation of 160 dynamic frames of SENSE reconstructions from 8-TR, 13-TR, 21-TR, and 34-TR took approximately 45, 49, 53, and 60 min, respectively, with a 3.06 GHz CPU and 3.48 GB RAM. The blockwise temporal resolution selection algorithm took approximately 2 min.
Figure 5 shows a result of the blockwise temporal resolution selection from the SENSE reconstructed golden-ratio framesets. The synthesized frames in Fig. 5c exhibit good assignment of four distinct temporal resolution videos. Less tongue tip blurring is seen as indicated by the yellow hollow arrows in Figs. 5c and d than the 34-TR result (see the red hollow arrow in Fig. 5e). A better visualization of the velum opening is seen as indicated by the yellow solid arrows in Figs. 5c and e than the 8-TR result (see the red solid arrow in Fig. 5d).

**DISCUSSION**

A new acquisition scheme that adopts a spiral golden-ratio view order has been demonstrated as a means to provide flexibility in retrospective selection of temporal resolution. The golden-ratio scheme has been compared with conventional bit-reversed 13-interleaf UDS acquisition, which is routinely used in our real-time speech MRI data collection at the University of Southern California. The spiral golden-ratio view order provides larger and consistent unaliased FOV when undersampling real-time data for higher temporal resolution. In addition, spiral interleaves are evenly distributed for any choices of the number of spiral interleaves at any time point, and hence a parallel imaging reduction factor can be flexibly chosen and applied to dynamic golden-ratio data. Auto-calibration with high resolution full FOV coil sensitivity maps is possible at any time point by utilizing fully-sampled temporal window data centered on that time point.

The proposed region-based temporal resolution selection method has limitations. The 8-TR (i.e., 49.3 msec temporal window) SENSE reconstructed frames served as a guide to select proper temporal resolution. However, they inherently lacked in temporal resolution and...
contained low image SNR. The velum and pharyngeal wall suffered from much lower SNR due to low coil sensitivity and potentially due to high parallel imaging g-factor. This can result in higher TDE regardless of motion. In addition, we performed SENSE reconstruction from the data whose temporal window is smaller than 8-TR, but resulting SENSE images produced inadequate image quality with significantly low SNR or blurred air-tissue boundaries with the use of a large regularization parameter. Higher acceleration with sufficient SNR may be possible by the use of a highly sensitive upper airway receive coil with higher channel counts (21).

The motivation for using blockwise processing was based on the following. First, air-tissue boundaries within a block typically move with similar speed. Second, blockwise processing helps to stabilize the calculation of TDE in the presence of noise. There is a trade-off in selection of the block size. For example, the choice of larger block size can result in improper assignment of temporal resolution for a block within which motion is not at uniform speed. The choice of smaller block size causes TDE to be more sensitive to noise.

The temporal resolution assignment procedure does not provide a strong link between the needed temporal resolution for an event and choice of retrospective temporal resolution. An additional navigator sequence may help to obtain the required temporal resolution information although it reduces scan efficiency. Ref. 9 by Tasko and McClean reports that the speed of the tongue tip during fluent speech was measured using electromagnetic articulometer (EMA) and was up to 200 mm/sec. With the 3 mm spatial and 49 msec temporal resolution from 8-TR SENSE, it is anticipated that more than 3 pixels will experience temporal blurring around the tongue tip region of interest if the speed is 200 mm/sec. Hence, higher spatio-temporal resolution frames will be necessary for estimating temporal bandwidth more reliably.

Recent real-time spatial speech MRI has been demonstrated with 80–100 msec temporal resolution (3,5,13), but it lacks in temporal resolution compared to other speech imaging technologies such as EMA and ultrasound. Higher temporal resolution can be achieved by lowering spatial resolution or designing longer spiral readout with a fewer number of interleaves. Lower spatial resolution imaging may lose details of fine structures such as the epiglottis or lead to more difficulties in resolving the narrowing in the airway, e.g., the constriction between the alveolar ridge and tongue tip in certain sound productions such as the fricative /s/. Lengthening the spiral readout would cause images to be more susceptible to blurring or distortion in the air-tissue boundaries due to a large amount of resonance offset from air-tissue magnetic susceptibility. Correction of blurring or distortion artifacts is challenging in real-time upper airway MRI because of difficulty in estimating accurate field map. Effective off-resonance correction from real-time golden-ratio view order data is an interesting area for investigation. Alternatively, real-time radial speech MRI with 55 msec temporal resolution has been demonstrated using a short-TR radial fast gradient echo sequence and parallel image reconstruction in combination with temporal filtering (22). Improved temporal resolution imaging may be achieved by adopting an additional navigator sequence in the acquisition and a spatiotemporal model in the reconstruction (2,23).

We have focused on an example of nasal sound production study in which knowledge of the timing of oral and velar coordination is important for modeling temporal changes in the constriction degrees of articulators under different syllable contexts (13). This particular articulation involves a rapid tongue tip motion and relatively slow velum motion when producing nasal consonant /n/, and is well suited for investigating the importance of flexibility in temporal resolution selection. Similarly, the golden-ratio method can be applied to other articulatory timing studies which are investigated in the literature (24).

The acoustic noise generated by the MRI gradients during conventional bit-reversed 13-interleaf UDS imaging is temporally periodic. This can be exploited for high quality adaptive noise cancellation and audio recordings during speech production in the magnet (6). One difficulty with golden-ratio imaging is that the MRI gradient noise is no longer periodic. Advanced models are therefore required for acoustic noise cancellation during golden-ratio spiral imaging, and remain as future work.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the application of a spiral golden-ratio temporal view order to imaging a midsagittal slice of the vocal tract during fluent speech. Simulation studies showed that the golden-ratio method provided larger and consistent unaliased FOV when retrospectively undersampling real-time data than the conventional bit-reversed 13-interleaf uniform density spiral. In nasal speech imaging studies, the proposed method provided an improved depiction of rapid tongue tip movement with less temporal blurring and velum lowering with higher SNR and potentially reduced aliasing artifacts. The region-based temporal resolution selection method synthesizes a single video from multiple temporal resolution videos available in the golden-ratio real-time data and potentially facilitates subsequent vocal tract shape analysis.
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